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Lara Michelle Beautiful Interiors
Vibrant colors, warm wood tones and
rich textures make up this inviting family room cleverly designed by Rye Brook
interior designer, Lara Michelle Feinsod
and constructed by Gold Crown Construction. Creating stunning residential
interiors throughout the Metro New York
area, Lara has built a reputation on being
able to address each client’s unique design
challenges, then solving those challenges
both effectively and beautifully. For this
project, “it was important to her clients
that the space be modern, with lots of
comfortable, durable seating for their
busy, young family,” stated interior designer, Lara Michelle. “The underlying
theme for this room is based in nature”,
she added. A wavy line pattern in the cut
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velvet sofa fabric becomes a theme that’s
echoed again on the custom Kravet carpet
and hand scraped doors of the wall unit.
All furnishings were custom made for
the space with the exception of a petrified wood end table. The fireplace wall has
been plastered in rough edge marble, a design element we see again repeated in the
rough edges of the coffee table.
To temper the natural light flooding this
double height space, Lara had semitransparent woven vinyl roller shades installed.
Though they allow some light to filter
through, they help prevent sun glare from
distorting the pictures on the two fiftyfive inch television screens. Neutral walls
provide the perfect backdrop for artwork
by Lalani Nan, entitled; “Acceleration”.

(Available through Kenise Barnes Fine
Art.) Thomas Bigatel’s; “Reformation II”
adds movement and saturated color atop
the organic canvas of the textured fireplace wall.
Here, as in nature, color, texture and
light come together to set the perfect
stage for this family to relax and enjoy
their time together.
LARA MICHELLE BEAUTIFUL INTERIORS, INC.
Lara Michelle Feinsod
4 Hillandale Road
Rye Brook, NY 10573
914.939.5777
info@Laramichelle.com
Laramichelle.com
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